Abstract Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) often occurs in patients with chronic liver disease or cirrhosis. Liver transplantation for hepatocellular carcinoma has the potential to eliminate both the tumor as well as the underlying cirrhosis and is the ideal treatment for HCC in cirrhotic liver as well as massive HCC in noncirrhotic liver. Limitations in organ availability, necessitate stringent selection of patients who would likely to derive most benefit. Selection criteria have considered tumor size, number, volume as well as biological features. The Milan criteria set the benchmark for tumors that would benefit from liver transplantation but were found to be excessively restrictive. Modest expansion in criteria has also been shown to be associated with equivalent survival. Microvascular invasion is the single most important adverse prognostic factor for survival. Living donor liver transplantation has expanded donor options and has the advantage of lower waiting period and not impacting the non-HCC waiting list. Acceptable outcomes have been obtained with living donor liver transplantation for larger and more numerous tumors in the absence of microvascular invasion. Downstaging of tumors to prevent progression while waiting for an organ or for reduction in size to allow enrolment for transplantation has met with variable success.
Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the commonest primary malignant tumor of the liver cells. In some ways HCC is a rather unique tumor: a large majority of cases are found in patients who have chronic liver disease, and there are welldefined environmental and genetic factors associated with its occurrence. Due to its more frequent detection in diseased livers, HCC may be considered a tumor in a tumorgenerating environment.
HCC is the seventh most common cancer and third to fourth most common cause of cancer-related deaths worldwide [1, 2] . The incidence of HCC in a population closely parallels the incidence of chronic liver disease and cirrhosis. The incidence is highest in the Far East (Taiwan, Korea, China) where hepatitis B virus infection is prevalent, while in the western hemisphere it is moderate and usually related to hepatitis C virus or alcohol intake [3] . The reported incidence in India could be deceptively low as a result of under-reporting (Fig. 1) .
Clinical features of HCC are usually myriad and can be extremely subtle leading to a delay in detection in the absence of active surveillance of high-risk groups. About 5-15% of patients with cirrhosis can have HCC at the time of initial diagnosis of liver disease. Recommended surveillance strategies usually hinge on periodic imaging (often by an abdominal ultrasound every 6 months) and blood levels of the tumor marker alpha-fetoprotein (AFP). There is no global consensus on the cut-off level of AFP because the marker has less than optimal sensitivity and specificity. Groups in Japan and increasingly in the rest of the world have looked at other markers with interest. Prominent among these is des-gamma carboxy-prothrombin (DCP) or protein induced by vitamin K absence (PIVKA II) to increase the accuracy of surveillance programs [4] . Suspicious lesions on surveillance need further characterization by more advanced imaging such as contrast-enhanced CT scan, MRI, or contrast ultrasound with contrast agents. Lesions more than 2 cm usually can be detected and reliably diagnosed based on their imaging characteristics (arterial hypervascularity and early wash-out in portal phase) on two imaging modalities irrespective of AFP levels. Smaller lesions (1-2 cm) may need histological confirmation to differentiate from regenerating nodules and dysplastic nodules, which are considered precursor lesions for early HCC [5] . While the risk of biopsy (bleeding and track seeding) has often been overstated, it has the ability to provide valuable prognostic information such as histological grade, microvascular invasion (mVI), and genetic and molecular markers of aggressiveness. Lesions less than 1 cm are often too small to characterize or target and need frequent imaging to monitor their progression.
Rationale for Liver Transplantation in HCC
Surgical resection of the involved segment, section or lobe is the traditional treatment for HCC with curative intent. Although recent advances in liver surgery have reduced blood loss, infectious morbidity and operative mortality after major liver resection, patients who have chronic liver disease tolerate loss of liver volume much more poorly (morbidity 10-40% and mortality of 0-20%) than those without (morbidity 5-15% and mortality 0-10%) depending on the extent of liver resection, status of liver disease, and experience of the center [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Parenchyma preserving techniques and techniques to augment the future liver remnant volume (FLRV) enhance the early outcome in noncirrhotics or early cirrhotics but not disease-free survival (DFS) or overall survival (OS) in the decompensated cirrhotic patient. Loco-regional therapies (either individually or in combination) have shown promise in achieving equivalent survival as surgical resection with minimal morbidity in selected small HCC with compensated cirrhosis, but have technical limitations in the tumor volume and locations that can be effectively treated. Intrahepatic recurrence of HCC may be true recurrence or de novo tumorigenesis in the damaged hepatocytes; both of these account for a post-treatment recurrence rate of 10-50% within 2 years and up to 70% at 5 years depending on the extent of tumor volume, completeness of resection, or ablation [11] .
Liver transplantation (LT) has the potential to eliminate the tumor itself as well as the tumor-generating environment of cirrhosis and provide the widest surgical margin possible. Therefore, it not only reduce true recurrences but also protect from de novo tumorigenesis. In noncirrhotic patients with tumors too large for resection despite FLRV manipulation, total hepatectomy and consequently LT may be the only curative option available. In summary, in the absence of extrahepatic spread, for large HCC in noncirrhotics and HCC in decompensated cirrhotics, LT is likely to be the best curative option at least from the oncological stand-point.
History and Evolution of Liver Transplantation for HCC
Liver transplantation for HCC is almost as old as LT itself. The early series of Thomas Starzl from Denver had four HCC patients including two children. The longest survival Fig. 1 Worldwide incidence of HCC achieved was 16 months and only two patients survived more than 1 year [12] . Early series of LT from various centers in the 70s and 80s yielded poor results and prompted the US Department of Health to declare HCC as a contraindication to LT in 1989. The unflattering outcomes of LT for HCC (high early recurrence and 18-40% 5-year OS) [13] could be largely attributed to inclusion of patients with large tumors, evolutionary phase of modern imaging, and evolving surgical techniques (Fig. 2) .
By the late 1980s with improving outcomes of LT, there was an increasing demand on the limited availability of organs for transplantation. The philosophy of allocating scarce organs to those who were likely to derive the greatest benefit came into being at the disadvantage of patients with HCC. The Paul-Brousse group from France was among the first to propose that in selected patients of HCC (uninodular or binodular tumor ≤3 cm without portal vein thrombus) good DFS and acceptable 3-year survival (47%) was achievable with LT. For this selected group called 3-3 criteria, DFS was significantly superior with LT as compared to resection [14] . These and other similar criteria established that in selected patients LT for HCC could yield acceptable outcomes that are superior to resection.
The game-changer for LT in patients with HCC came in the form of experience from the Milan group that revealed a 4-year DFS of 75% and OS of 83% for patients with a single HCC ≤5 cm or <3 HCC ≤3 cm each on pretransplant imaging [15] . These criteria thereafter known as the Milan criteria have been used elsewhere with equivalent results and were accepted by the United Network of Organ Sharing (UNOS) for graft allocation to patients with HCC in 1998. They have since served as the benchmark based on which decision to allocate organs for patients with HCC is made. With more experience with LT for HCC, it become apparent that equivalent results as the Milan group were achievable with slightly larger tumor volume both in explanted livers and based on preoperative imaging. Experience from University of San Francisco in particular showed survival that was superior (5-year survival 75.2%) to that achieved by the Milan group even for patients with single tumors ≤6.5 cm or ≤3 tumors, ≤4.5 cm with a total tumor volume ≤8 cm (UCSF Criteria) [16] . The UCSF criteria have been validated in some other centers; however, multicenter data from Europe included in the Metroticket project have failed to support inclusion of larger tumors due to lower survival (OS and DFS) [17] .
The Mayo end-stage liver disease (MELD) score, based on creatinine, international normalized ratio (INR) and bilirubin levels, was incorporated by UNOS for allocation of organs in 2002. Patients with HCC, who had a higher chance of mortality and progression on the waiting list, were accorded 24 points (single HCC <2 cm) or 29 (as per Milan criteria). These were subsequently revised to 20 and 29, none and 24, and none and 22, respectively, recognizing an undue increase in LT for HCC and the absence of tumor in explant specimen in patients listed on imaging criteria in the MELD priority era [18, 19] . Further 10% points are allotted for every 3 months spent on the waiting list.
Living donor liver transplantation (LDLT) emerged as a technique to overcome the severe graft shortage and high waiting list mortality faced by pediatric recipients in the Fig. 2 Events in evolution of LT for HCC early 1990s. With increased experience, this technique was extended to adults using the donor's left lobe initially and then the right lobe as a graft. This technique was embraced with prodigious fervor by surgeons in Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Korea, where LT activity until then was impeded by poor deceased organ donation rates as well as in some centers in Europe and the US to expand the donor pool. The ethical justification for LDLT in HCC was the same as that for other indications and focused on the principle of double equipoise where significant benefit to the recipient is achieved without imperiling the safety of the donor [20, 21] . Since the mid 1990s, LDLT has been introduced for patients with unresectable HCC in Asia, where the incidence of HCC is six to tenfold higher than the west and deceased donor organs are rarely available. Multicenter studies (Table 1 ) and nationwide registries using non-uniform selection criteria revealed actuarial OS of 68% and DFS of 61% at 5 years in Japan [22] and 73% OS and 55% DFS at 3 years in Korea [23] , which were only marginally inferior to the Milan experience. Groups from Asia, where LDLT is dominant, have demonstrated acceptable survival by extending inclusion criteria beyond UCSF criteria and incorporating levels of tumor markers such as AFP and PIVKA II. The rationale for extending the criteria in LDLT centers has been that the living donor organ is a private gift and does not deprive another individual of a transplantable organ even if it is used in a patient with larger tumors. Moreover, if acceptable recipient survival can be achieved, the benefit to the recipient, who otherwise has no hope of receiving a deceased donor organ, justifies the risk to the living donor. Opponents of LDLT for HCC argue that absence of waiting period may allow tumors with poor biology to be transplanted without a period to manifest their behavior and that the early regenerative cytokine environment within the partial graft may accelerate growth of any occult tumor cells [24] . Despite size, tumor volume, and absence of extrahepatic disease being the predominant factors in consideration of patients with HCC for LT, molecular, genetic markers, and markers of invasiveness may have a significant role to play in determining the outcomes after transplantation. Functional allelic imbalance [25] , high tumor grade (G2 and G3) [26] , and mVI [27] have been predictive of early recurrence without adjusting for tumor volume. The correlation between tumor volume and mVI has also not been consistently demonstrated to be linear. The Milan criteria set the benchmark of outcomes for LT in patients with HCC and have been endorsed across many studies and the UNOS. These criteria have subsequently been termed 'conventional' and any criteria beyond these size and number limits deemed 'extended'.
Rationale for Extended Criteria
Since the initial publication describing the Milan experience, major leaps have been made in the fields of liver transplantation. This led to the debate whether the Milan criteria in their original form may be too restrictive and unnecessarily deny many patients a lifesaving procedure. Limitations of the Milan criteria have emerged as experience with the procedure has increased. In the Milan study, size and number of tumors was determined on contrast-enhanced CT scan and hepatic angiography at varying time before LT (median 143 days) [15] . Because it is well known that best preoperative imaging techniques can understage as many as 20% cases and progression of tumor between imaging and LT cannot be ruled out [16, 28, 29] , the Milan cohort may have included patients that exceeded size and number criteria. A retrospective analysis of data from Pittsburgh revealed that 25-49% of patients beyond conventional criteria experienced long-term survival and more than 50% patients with HCC beyond the conventional criteria remained recurrencefree at 3.3 years [29] . Also, it was increasingly realized that size and number alone are insufficient to determine post-LT prognosis of patients and incorporation of other factors such as microvascular invasion and tumor markers is important. The introduction and evolution of LDLT also challenged paradigms of utility because the living donor graft is a private gift. A recent meta-analysis revealed that the Milan criteria were significantly predictive of better biological characteristics (lower microvascular invasion rate, lower proportion of poorly differentiated histology, lower AFP levels, lower incidence of microsatellites) [30] . The analysis favored LT for patients within Milan criteria than those outside it.
Extended Criteria
A pathology-based study from the UCSF reported that survival was superior (5-year survival 75.2%) to that achieved by the Milan group even for patients with single tumors ≤6.5 cm or ≤3 tumors, ≤4.5 cm with a total tumor volume ≤8 cm [16] . External validation of the UCSF criteria on explant histology has been reported. The UCSF study has been criticized for being retrospective, explant pathology based, having significant size overlap with Milan criteria, and having included patients who were subjected to a downstaging protocol concurrently. The same group later prospectively validated the UCSF criteria in 168 patients based on preoperative imaging [31] . Using the UCSF criteria, an additional 5-20% HCC patients could be considered for LT. However, in a French multicenter study, 5-year survival of only 48% could be achieved in patients with HCC beyond conventional criteria but within UCSF criteria [32] . The Milan group recently reviewed the explant pathological data in 1,556 patients (of the Metroticket project) of which 1,112 were found to have HCC beyond Milan criteria. Despite this, in 283 patients who had the sum of largest tumor diameter in centimeters and number of tumors ≤7 (up to 7 criteria), a 5-year survival of 71% was achieved [17, 33] . Faced with low rates of deceased donor liver transplantation (DDLT) and prolonged waiting periods, LDLT is often the only realistic option for patients with HCC in some parts of the world. After reporting excellent outcomes in patients without HCC, many centers have been routinely offering LDLT to larger tumors with good biological characteristics in the absence of macrovascular invasion and extrahepatic metastasis. Multicenter study from Korea indicated a 3-year survival of 62.6 and 58.5% for tumors beyond Milan and UCSF, respectively, with LDLT and without adjustment for presence of macrovascular invasion [23] . In a report by the Japanese Liver Transplantation Study Group, 653 patients who underwent LDLT for HCC at 49 centers were analyzed. Patients whose tumor size exceeded Milan criteria (on pathology) had OS of 78, 63.6, and 60.3% and recurrence rates were 17.7, 34.3, and 37.3% at 1, 3 and, 5 years, respectively. However, those with tumors outside the Milan criteria on preoperative imaging but who had AFP ≤200 ng/mL and PIVKA II ≤1,000 mAu/mL had a 5-year DFS of 78.7% [22] . At the Asan Medical Centre in Seoul, patients with HCC ≤5 cm, ≤6 tumors, who had no gross vascular invasion (Asan criteria) had excellent outcome. Based on preoperative imaging, patients with HCC fulfilling the Asan criteria had 5-year OS and recurrence rate of 76.3% and 20% as compared to 18.9 and 73.6% with larger and numerous tumors. The Asan criteria provided superior discriminant potential is selection of patients for LT than the Milan or UCSF criteria. When combined with the preoperative AFP cut-off level of 3,000 ng/mL, 3-year recurrence rates were 12.4% within criteria and 80.4% outside criteria [34] . Data from Hangzhou reveal that patients who have well or moderately differentiated HCC ≤8 cm without macrovascular invasion and AFP ≤400 ng/mL (Hangzhou criteria) have the 1-, Table 2) .
How Far Is Too Far?
While several studies have attempted to push the envelope while enrolling patients with HCC for LT particularly using LDLT, most of them are retrospective and based on explant data, which are not available at time of inclusion and very few have been prospectively and externally validated [30] . The fundamental questions to be answered are what constitutes an acceptable outcome and how much does extension of criteria impact the non-HCC waiting list. A Markov [35] No gross vascular invasion 1-year DFS 83.7% Lesion <8 cm OR 1-year OS 92.8% Lesion ≥8 cm if AFP ≤400 and well-differentiated 5-year DFS 62.4% 5-year OS 70.7% Padua, Italy [33] Sum of number of lesions and diameter ≤7 cm 1-year recurrence 4% 5-year recurrence 14% mathematical model revealed that unless a 5-year survival of at least 61% could be achieved, performing LT for patients with tumors beyond Milan criteria put other patients without HCC at a risk of dying without LT [37] . This survival rate may increase to 71% in regions with severe organ shortage and reduce to 25% in regions where the shortage is not so acute. A study from Italy found that unless the 5-year survival was less than 30%, the non-HCC waiting list was not significantly affected by transplanting for more extensive tumors [38] . Although debatable, it is widely regarded that a 5-year OS of 50% is the minimum level at which the donor risk can be rationalized with recipient benefit [39] . It has been demonstrated time and again that performing LT for more extensive HCC beyond the Milan criteria comes at a price (reduced DFS and OS). This is illustrated in the Metroticket project, which combines LT data for HCC from 24 centers in Europe. The results are plotted as a Cartesian contour plot illustrating 5-year survival after LT according to size and number of nodules based on explant liver analysis. This has led to the development of a 'HCC forecast chart' (Fig. 3) and 'Metroticket calculator' to predict 5-year survival based on size and number of tumors on pretransplant morphological staging. Clearly, the core issue is whether we can afford the price (lower DFS and OS) by transplanting more extensive HCC [1] . It is broadly agreed that limited extension of conventional morphological criteria in patients receiving DDLT is acceptable only in regions where organ shortages are not critical. Whenever possible these tumors should be subjected to downstaging modalities on the waiting list. Performance of LDLT for extended criteria should be restricted to a center with long waiting periods for DDLT, which has demonstrated significant proficiency and donor safety record. Selection of these patients should be based on morphological parameters and tumor markers ideally supplemented and refined by biological and histological features with a view to obtain best possible outcome [36] .
Issues and Controversies
Liver transplantation for HCC is still in evolution. Several questions remain to be answered and controversies to be resolved: 
Diagnosis and Staging of HCC before LT
Despite technological advances in cross-sectional imaging techniques (CT, MRI and USG), concerns regarding the dependence on imaging techniques to determine appropriateness of HCC for LT abound. A retrospective analysis of data from UNOS revealed that cross-sectional pre-LT imaging overestimated tumor burden in more than 25% cases when compared with explant pathological examination [40] . For de novo lesions in a cirrhotic liver, enhancement in the late arterial phase (wash-in) and wash-out on portal venous and delayed phases on contrast-enhanced crosssectional imaging has a high positive predictive value (PPV) for diagnosis of HCC but a relatively inferior negative predictive value (NPV). Two of three lesions >1 cm that do not demonstrate characteristic wash-out can still be HCC and need an additional imaging modality for reliable diagnosis. Hypovascular lesions cannot be reliably diagnosed with currently available imaging techniques without a confirmatory biopsy [41, 42] . When even 1 HCC is detected, dynamic contrast CT or MRI that provides complete anatomical coverage of the liver is recommended. The sensitivity of MRI (85%) is superior to CT (68%), but reverse is true as regards specificity (93% CT and 82% MRI) [43] . On balance, MRI is considered superior to other modalities for HCC <2 cm. The choice depends on patient preference, breathhold time, and available expertise.
For extrahepatic staging before LT, CT, or MRI of the chest, abdomen, and pelvis is routinely recommended. Current data do not support the use of 18 FDG-PET scanning due to its poor sensitivity for small well-differentiated HCC and background uptake by the cirrhotic liver. Emerging evidence seems to suggest that 18 FDG-avid HCC may harbor poor prognostic features such as high grade and microvascular invasion that may herald poorer recurrence-free survival after LT. Some workers have even proposed the use of 18 FDG-PET to refine morphologic criteria before LT [44, 45] . Dual-tracer PET ( 18 FDG + 11 C-acetate) may fare better due to superior avidity of well-differentiated HCC for acetate; however, its application is limited by high costs, excessive radiation exposure, and availability [46, 47] .
Biopsy: Is It Necessary?
Traditionally, diagnosis of a malignant tumor needs histological confirmation before curative or palliative treatment can be planned. For HCC these paradigms have been challenged and arterial hypervascularity with wash-out on delayed phase in lesions >1 cm has been considered sufficient to make a diagnosis of HCC.
The problem with this approach to diagnose HCC without preoperative histological confirmation has major implications:
& Diagnosis of HCC in a cirrhotic liver attracts priority points (such as in UNOS-MELD system) on DDLT waiting lists to allow timely LT. & Undeserved allocation of organs, based on a falsepositive radiological diagnosis of HCC, diverts transplantable organs away from more deserving candidates without a diagnosis of HCC.
In 10-30% [48, 49] of patients transplanted for radiologically diagnosed HCC, the explanted liver may not reveal the presence of tumor when subjected to pathological examination. The false-positivity rate may be even higher for smaller tumor volume at LT.
The specificity and positive predictive value of a tumor biopsy is 100%, while sensitivity and accuracy is 86-93% (83% for lesions ≤1 cm and 66% when finer than 20 G needle is used) [50, 51] . In a multivariate analysis, location of lesion in upper posterior section and size ≤1 cm was associated with lower sensitivity and accuracy of tumor biopsy [52] . Moreover, in 2-11% the quality of biopsy was unsuitable for making a definite diagnosis [53] . One of the main concerns associated with the performance of a tumor biopsy has been the associated complication rate. Studies on tumor biopsy have usually included patients with normal coagulation and not commented on the number of patients unsuitable for the procedure. The risk of bleeding associated with biopsy varies between 0 and 7.9%, and the risk of tumor seeding of the tract was 0-5% (0.9% per year) [54] . The time for detection of seeding can be between 3 and 48 months after the biopsy. Limited data suggest that size of needle, number of needle passes, subcapsular location, and tumor size do not impact the rate of seeding; however, isolated studies have indicated that the use of a coaxial cutting needle [55] in combination with simultaneous tumor ablation [56] can significantly reduce seeding potential.
There is therefore a definite place for pretransplant biopsy in the diagnosis of patients with HCC awaiting LT as long as risks of bleeding and seeding are minimized: One of the tempestuous and unresolved issues in LT for HCC is how to select patients for LT. Because the paucity of donor organs does not allow LT to be performed for all patients with HCC, selection of patients who would derive the greatest benefit from LT has become mandatory. Pretransplant assessment of tumor volume based on best available imaging can be inaccurate in more than 25% of patients, and 10-15% of patients with small tumors detected on imaging may not reveal any tumor on pathological assessment of their explanted liver after LT [40] . Most early series selected patients based on their appearance (size of tumor, number of tumors, and tumor volume). The landmark Milan criteria and the subsequent extension as UCSF criteria commonly followed at most centers are purely based on morphological characteristics. Excellent DFS and OS reported by these centers have been validated and duplicated elsewhere. Among morphologic criteria, whether size, number, or total volume is more relevant for selection remains unresolved. A recently reported meta-analysis [57] studied recurrence and survival data in patients who underwent LT for HCC with reference to the size and number of tumor data available before LT. Patients with total tumor diameter (T total ) ≥10 cm have a probability of OS 1/5 compared to those with T total <10 cm, and those with T total ≥9 cm have 1/2 probability of DFS as compared to those with T total <9 cm. Considering the diameter of the largest nodule (T max ), it become apparent that T max influences DFS more than OS. Patients with T max ≥5 cm had DFS 1/4 compared to those with T max <5 cm. The number of tumors did not appear to impact either DFS or OS in the meta-analysis.
Despite the importance being given to appearance of HCC before LT in selection, it is the biological behavior that ultimately will determine the post-transplant outcomes. There is increasing recognition that not all patients with similar tumor morphology before LT would have uniform outcomes. Efforts to refine these morphology-based selection systems have included microvascular invasion, grade, encapsulation, mRNA AFP, and AFP level, but have failed to improve on morphology-based criteria [36] . Also, acquisition of this information mandates a biopsy that is associated with risk of tumor seeding. Japanese, Korean, and Chinese groups have included serum levels of AFP or PIVKA II along with their center-specific extended criteria for selection of patients for LDLT with acceptable long-term DFS and OS.
Pathological features have received significant attention as potential markers of poor prognosis after LT in patients with HCC. Prominent among these are the presence of mVI, satellites, aneuploidy, and grade. Various studies have reported on the impact of tumor grade on pretransplant biopsy [58] . In a heterogeneous cohort including patients with tumors within and outside Milan criteria, those with well and moderately differentiated HCC had a 5-year actuarial DFS of 92% and OS of 75%, which was significantly better than those with poor differentiation. In another study, 5-year survival for HCC after LT was significantly better for well and moderately differentiated tumors than poorly differentiated ones of the same size. mVI or emboli [59] has been consistently associated with poor DFS after OLT. Surrogate markers of mVI like tumor size and 18 FDG avidity have been used to refine selection criteria for LT with mixed success. Combined with size >2 cm, poor differentiation was associated with significantly more mVI in patients with HCC undergoing LT than those with smaller and well-differentiated lesions [60] .
Biomarkers correlating with patient's prognosis or response to therapy are critical in modern cancer treatment. Recent studies [61] have correlated several biomarkers such as gene expression, micro-RNAs, and methylation with outcome in patients with HCC. At the University of Pittsburgh, an index of cumulative mutational damage called fractional allelic imbalance (FAI) was evolved by studying nine tumor-associated gene loci. Vascular invasion and FAI >20% were most important predictors of DFS, and FAI >40% had a hazard ratio of 19 for recurrence [25] . Five biomarkers have shown consistent correlation with prognosis: epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM), G3 proliferation subclass, miR-26 miRNA precursor expression status, and two prognostic gene signatures in nontumorous hepatic tissue [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] .
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and Ang2 have also been independently associated with prognosis in large cohorts of patients with HCC [67] . Most of these markers have not yet been externally validated to allow selection of patients beyond conventional morphologic criteria who have better tumor biology to benefit from LT.
It is clear that much more work needs to be done before an ideal selection system can be evolved. Conceptually, this system will very likely comprise some combination of morphological and biological features including molecular and genetic markers.
Is Microvascular Invasion Predictable?
It is well accepted that the presence of microvascular invasion is a major factor that influences DFS after resection or LT for HCC. However, the presence of mVI is reliably diagnosed only on histopathological assessment that is not available at the time of clinical decision making. Some studies have reported a correlation between size of lesion [60] , number of lesions [68] , and histological grade [69] with mVI. Japanese groups have found a consistent correlation with morphologic growth pattern and presence of mVI in resected specimen [69, 70] . Correlation between pretransplant imaging and presence of mVI has not been consistent. However, a recent study demonstrated a strong association between FDG avidity on PET scan and poor histological grade [45] , which was claimed by the authors to be a marker for mVI.
Biochemical markers as predictors of mVI have been studied widely. A preoperative DCP level of >300-400 was associated with a significantly higher detection of mVI in surgical specimens [71, 72] .
While imaging and biochemical features associated mVI have been extensively studied, these data are retrospective and usually derived from small groups of patients. The search for a reliable method of predicting mVI before LT still continues.
Should LT be Performed for HCC in the Noncirrhotic Liver?
The occurrence of HCC on noncirrhotic liver is uncommon (10-15%). HCC in noncirrhotic liver (NCHCC) and its fibrolamellar variant (FLHCC) is seen more in younger adults as compared to HCC in cirrhotic liver [73] [74] [75] .
On long-term follow-up, surgery offers the only chance of cure. Liver resection can be considered only for patients with well-compensated cirrhosis or normal liver tissue. Due to the subtlety of clinical features, most NCHCCs are larger in size than those in cirrhotic livers. Advances in radiology, future liver remnant volume manipulation, and surgical techniques have made it possible to extend the limits of safe liver resection even up to 80% in NCHCC with 0-6% operative mortality and a 1-year and 5-year DFS and OS of 62-97% and 25-81% and 49-84% and 24-59%, respectively [76] [77] [78] [79] . Complete resection (R0) has the greatest impact on DFS and OS after surgery. Other factors influencing outcome are AFP level, poor pathological features, and blood transfusion.
Data on LT for NCHCC are scarce and initial results were unflattering. Increasing experience has led to the conclusion that LT for NCHCC can yield 5-year DFS and OS of 49% [80, 81] . Criteria used to select cirrhotic patients for LT cannot be directly applied to NCHCC because most of these lesions are large at time of detection. The European Liver Transplant Registry data suggest that macrovascular invasion and node positivity are important determinants of poor survival after LT [81] .
Clearly, NCHCC is an underutilized indication for LT. The ideal NCHCC for primary LT is one with two nodules, absence of nodal or macrovascular invasion, and where R0 resection is unlikely. Salvage LT may be offered to a select group with good biological features that recur in the liver more than 12 months after index resection.
Staging of HCC before LT: Which is the Best System?
The purpose of cancer staging is to determine patient prognosis and to determine appropriate interventions. Due to its predominant occurrence in diseased livers, it is logical that any staging system for HCC must take into account the extent of tumor as well as underlying liver function.
The TNM classification is irrelevant to patients with HCC who are LT candidates because LT is clearly ruled out for N + and M + lesions leaving T as the only relevant factor. The Liver Cancer Study Group Japan staging and Japan integrated staging have not been externally validated, but take into account underlying liver damage, Child-Pough score, and extent of tumor involvement [82] .
The Cancer of Liver Italian Project has been prospectively validated and includes tumor morphology, Child-Pough score, presence of portal vein thrombosis, and AFP levels [83] . It has been found to be useful in predicting prognosis of patients with HCC. From the liver physician's perspective, the Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer staging system [84] is considered ideal because it comprises tumor morphology, vascular invasion, and presence of portal hypertension, Child-Pough score, as well as performance status of the patient. It is important to understand that none of these systems have been validated in the context of patients with HCC who are candidates for LT.
Downstaging of HCC before LT-Does It Work?
One of the areas of great debate in the management has been the use of neo-adjuvant therapies with a view to make curative interventions (resection or transplantation) possible. It is well known that the risk of HCC progression directly correlates with the time on the waiting list for LT. The fundamental principle of downstaging therapy is to allow selection of a subset of tumors with favorable biology that are likely to respond to treatment and have better outcome after LT. Transarterial therapies (chemo-embolization and Y 90 radio-embolization) and percutaneous ablative therapies (radiofrequency, alcohol, acetic acid, and high-intensity focused ultrasound) have been employed for patients with two putative benefits:
1. To prevent progression beyond transplant criteria 2. To reduce tumor burden to make LT possible within accepted criteria
No level 1 study, to date, has demonstrated that these putative benefits are achievable with neo-adjuvant therapy. However, percutaneous radiofrequency ablation (RFA) has been shown to provide equal survival to resection [85, 86] in compensated cirrhotic patients with a small HCC with better safety and trans-arterial chemo-embolization [87, 88] enhances survival in HCC patients according to level 1 studies. There are conflicting data on the impact of downstaging therapy on DFS and OS after LT for HCC. An early study, describing the use of transarterial chemo-embolization (TACE) before LT, failed to demonstrate improvement in DFS after LT despite a demonstrable reduction in tumor volume being achieved in nearly 50%. However, patients with HCC >3 cm who responded to TACE experienced better 5-year DFS of 71% as compared to those that did not undergo TACE (49%) or those who did not demonstrate response to TACE (22%) [89] . In another study from the pre-MELD era [90] , 46% patients with HCC >5 cm dropped out of the waiting list despite TACE, but those with HCC 5-7 cm who had LT after TACE experienced better survival than those with lesions >7 cm or those who did not receive TACE.
In a prospective study from UCSF with intention to treat (ITT) analysis [91] , entry and response criteria were strictly defined and a 3-month period of observation was obligatory before DDLT or LDLT was performed. Limited resection, RFA (percutaneous or laparoscopic), and TACE were the downstaging therapies applied, alone or in combination, but resection was abandoned during the study. Using ITT analysis, 70% could be downstaged to criteria acceptable for LT and 57% had undergone LT at time of publication. There was waiting list death of 4.9% and two-thirds of these deaths could be directly related to downstaging procedure. Of the 35 patients who underwent LT, 13 had complete tumor necrosis on explant analysis and the 1-year and 4-year post-transplant survival was 96, and 92%, respectively [92] . None had recurrence with a median follow-up of 25 months.
Transarterial chemo-infusion (TACI), a variant of TACE, has been used with excellent results at Stanford University. The use of TACI prevented progression in 87% cases on the LT waiting list and downstaged nearly 50% larger tumors to within Milan criteria [93] .
Resection of Transplantable HCC as a Bridge to Transplantation-Is It a Reasonable Strategy?
Local resection as a downstaging or bridging modality for transplantable HCC before transplantation is controversial. With the advent of minimal access surgery and refinement in management of liver disease, the morbidity and mortality associated with resection is declining. The advantages of doing a resection prior to LT are manifold:
1. The diagnosis is confirmed. 2. Biological markers, grade, and microvascular invasion can be assessed. 3. Tumor volume can be reduced with histological margin confirmation before LT.
However, whether resection should be used as a downstaging therapy or bridge to LT is still debatable. Data from France [94] have shown that it may not be a reasonable strategy to resect transplantable HCC because the outcome of a salvage LT in terms of DFS, OS, and operative mortality is inferior to a primary LT. However, a study from Hong Kong [95] revealed that after resection less than half patients developed recurrence in the liver after a follow-up of 48 months and nearly 80% of those could be transplanted and progression of liver disease without recurrence occurred in less than 5%. A recent French study [96] on liver resection for transplantable HCC used both laparoscopic and open resection techniques to report intrahepatic recurrence of 54% at a mean follow-up of 4.8 years. Of these recurrences, 77% were transplantable though only 44% underwent LT. With intention to treat analysis and close imaging monitoring after resection, 61% patients can be salvaged with LT if they recur. Good 5-year survival of 70% could be achieved after salvage LT after resection. Robotic liver resections may add to the accuracy and safety of resection of small tumors in cirrhotic patients with HCC and be used as bridging therapies in future [97] . From a cost-effectiveness standpoint, primary LT was most cost-effective as compared to salvage LT after resection or loco-regional therapy [98] .
How Should Patients with HCC on LT Waiting List be Managed?
It is estimated that the total dropout rate is about 22%, comprising a monthly dropout rate of 4% with a tumorrelated dropout rate of 3% per month [6] . Neo-adjuvant strategies are implemented prior to treatment with a view to improve outcome. Bridging strategies aim to allow patients to wait longer on the waiting list as well as help in selecting those with better tumor biology who would fare better after LT.
Without the use of neo-adjuvant loco-regional treatment (LRT), the annual dropout rate for T2 HCC on the LT waiting list is estimated to be 0-10%. Progression-related dropout rate depends on initial tumor size, multifocality, AFP levels, and response to LRT in treated patients. In a study of patients with HCC from Taiwan [99] , T1 lesions progressed at 2.1 and 5.3% and T2 lesions progressed at 3 and 6.8% at 3 and 6 months, respectively, when only a strategy of observation was observed for patients awaiting LT.
In the UCSF study [100] , pretransplant LRT reduced dropout rates (HR 0.4). Two decision analyses support pretransplant LRT depending on the waiting time and type of treatment [101, 102] . In the Barcelona clinic study, the dropout rates were 10, 20, and 50% at 6, 12, and 24 months, respectively, for untreated patients. In the Paul-Brousse study of T2 lesions awaiting LT, TACE significantly reduced dropout rates only when waiting times for transplantation were between 4 and 9 months. The ITT analysis also reveals a survival advantage for treated patients over untreated patients. Transarterial radio-embolization (TARE) with Y 90 microspheres is a recent addition to the list of LRT for HCC, but data for its use are scarce. A retrospective study [103] demonstrated increased time to progression and greater AFP reduction after TARE as compared to TACE but failed to detect a survival advantage. Until more data are available, TARE continues to be investigational as a downstaging tool.
It is clear from the above that for T2 lesions within conventional criteria, observation alone is reasonable if waiting times are between 3 and 9 months. However, for T2 lesions approaching 5 cm where waiting time exceeds 6 months, LRT should be used to reduce dropout rates [104] .
Should Criteria for LT in HCC Patients Differ between DDLT and LDLT?
When recipients with HCC are considered, DDLT is justifiable only when there is significant benefit to the recipient because a deceased donor organ is a social resource. The use of a deceased donor organ in extended criteria for HCC recipients potentially diverts a precious resource from a needy patient without HCC who is more likely to have a better outcome. Criteria for allocation of deceased donor organs have therefore been restrictive despite moderate expansion being associated with equivalent outcome in selected series.
The principle of double equipoise is the only justification for LDLT to be performed in any clinical situation. To put it simply, LDLT is ethically justifiable only if the benefit to the recipient is high and the risk to the donor is low. It has been argued that since a living donor organ is a private gift, further expansion of criteria for recipients with HCC receiving living donor organs is justifiable.
Many experienced centers performing LDLT have made incremental changes in inclusion morphologic criteria for consideration of LDLT and reported equivalent post-LT DFS and OS as conventional criteria without a corresponding increase in donor risk. While this suggests that modest expansion in size and number criteria may be justifiable, it opens the question whether further expansion of criteria for patients in countries with little or no access to DDLT is acceptable.
Currently, there is no consensus on what is the minimum acceptable recurrence rate and recipient survival for expansion of morphological criteria or for acceptable donor risk that would make LDLT ethically justifiable. Moreover, what constitutes an acceptable risk to the donor and benefit to the recipient varies with the access to DDLT, acceptance of LDLT, and potential donor risks within the community. Most consider a minimum 3-year DFS of >50% and 5-year OS of 50% [39] and maximum donor mortality risk of 0.1% for the left lobe, and 0.3% [105] mortality as reasonable for performance of LDLT in patients with HCC. Decision to perform LDLT for larger and multicentric HCC also needs to factor in social and utility issues as long as risk to the donor is not elevated. It is clear that in less experienced centers where donor safety falls short of acceptable standards, LDLT for larger or multicentric HCC is clearly unjustifiable [106] .
In summary, in experienced centers where access to DDLT is limited, modestly expanded morphologic criteria beyond UCSF may be acceptable indications for LDLT, provided risk to donor is not elevated.
Does the Type of Donor Graft Matter?
Apart from the threat of small-for-size dysfunction and slightly elevated risk of biliary complications, there is broad consensus that partial grafts from living donors are acceptable alternatives to whole organs from deceased donors [107] . While waiting may be an option for other patients, those with HCC frequently drop out due to tumor progression during the long wait for an organ. In countries where the organ shortage is even more marked, LDLT is often the only realistic option for a timely LT.
Cytokines and growth factors that play an integral role in hepatocyte regeneration have been shown to increase tumor cell proliferation in vitro. It is hypothesized that early regenerative processes (hypertrophy and hyperplasia) when a partial graft is implanted, will enhance growth and proliferation of any occult tumor cells [108, 109] . Moreover, the impact of immunosuppression on enhancing tumor growth has also been reported.
The issue whether DDLT or LDLT is better for HCC is unsettled (Table 3) . A study from Hong Kong revealed a higher rate of recurrence with LDLT (29%) as compared to DDLT (0%) for patients with HCC. However, in the LDLT group there was a selection bias for LDLT including salvage LT after resection, larger tumors, and no pretransplant TACE [110] . When ITT analysis was performed, survival advantage was apparent in the LDLT group. Analysis of data from Table 3 Comparison of data of LDLT or DDLT for HCC
Author [reference] Conclusion
Hwang et al. [23] Better survival and lower recurrence rate in LDLT Lo et al. [110] Higher recurrence with LDLT due to selection bias Fisher et al. [111] Higher 3-year recurrence with LDLT Bhangui et al. [112] Comparable survival Longer time to recurrence in LDLT Lower time to LT in LDLT Trend to worse outcomes with LDLT for extended criteria the adult-to-adult living donor liver transplant cohort of nine centers revealed that the use of LDLT significantly reduced waiting times but those that underwent LDLT had higher recurrence rates (29%) than DDLT (0%) and tended to have lower OS although not significantly (HR 0.82) [111] . However, on closer perusal there were larger tumor volumes, higher mean AFP (at enrolment and at transplant) in LDLT groups, and many patients received living donor grafts because they were not eligible to receive deceased donor grafts. Data from a Korean multicenter study [23] revealed superior survival for patients who underwent LDLT than those who underwent DDLT although the DDLT group had significantly fewer patients. A recently published ITT analysis [112] revealed no significant difference in outcomes between DDLT and LDLT. In the LDLT group, time to recurrence was significantly longer than in the DDLT group. However, there was a trend toward poor outcome in LDLT for tumors exceeding Milan or UCSF criteria. Another study divided patients undergoing LDLT into three groups according to graft-to-recipient weight ratio (GRWR) and found similar DFS across the groups [113] , thereby dispelling the hypothesis that rapid regeneration could increase the rate of HCC recurrence. It is thus evident that the use of living donor graft in patients with HCC who need LT at experienced centers confers an advantage by reducing time to transplantation with similar or even superior outcomes (in some studies) to DDLT as long as similar criteria are used for patient selection.
Immunosuppression Strategies in Patients with HCC: Which is Best?
Experimental data have demonstrated that apart from the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitors (sirolimus and everolimus), immunosuppressant medications promote the growth of malignant cells including those of HCC. Cyclosporin A (CsA) promotes invasiveness and affects DNA repair in malignant cells, while tacrolimus promotes proliferation in animal models [114] [115] [116] . With exposure to these calcineurin inhibitors, tumor-doubling time is significantly reduced in human studies [117] .
The rationale for use of mTOR inhibitors for immunosuppression in patients with HCC undergoing LT is that mTOR is expressed in over 60% of HCCs [118, 119] . Sirolimus inhibits hepatoma cell proliferation and downregulates vascular endothelial growth factor (vEGF) expression [120, 121] . Sirolimus-treated rats develop fewer recurrences of extrahepatic metastasis and experience enhanced survival as compared to controls [122] . A few case reports [123, 124] and single-center studies [125] [126] [127] have demonstrated improved recurrence-free survival with the use of sirolimus from the time of transplantation. However, in the absence of level 1 studies, these results cannot be considered devoid of bias in selection or reporting. In a recent study, multivariate analysis [128] revealed improved survival with sirolimus-based maintenance immunosuppression in patients with HCC (hazard ratio 0.53, 95% CI).
The view is that mTOR inhibitors (in particular sirolimus) are not only effective in prevention of allograft rejection but may also have antineoplastic effect in patients transplanted for HCC, but its use has been associated with increased hepatic arterial (black box warning) and wound complications. However, the risk of increased arterial and would complications has not been upheld by recent data both from single and multicenter studies [129] .
The Silver trial-an open-label, multicenter-randomized control trial designed to compare sirolimus containing immunosuppression with mTOR inhibitor-free regimen in patients undergoing liver transplantation for HCC-is in the recruitment phase [130] . The outcome of this trial is expected to clarify the controversy.
How Should Recurrences be Monitored and Managed after Transplantation?
Despite various attempts at refinement of selection criteria with a view to increase DFS, 30-50% patients with HCC recur within 2 years. Only 20% of recurrences occur 3 years after LT [131, 132] . However, it is believed that a few recurrences would be amenable to cure. This has been questioned where a policy of active surveillance (imaging and AFP) for recurrence is allowed treatment with curative intent for nearly a third of recurrent HCC after LT [133] .
Isolated hepatic recurrences occur in 15-20% and are most likely to be amenable to cure. Options for isolated recurrences can be resection, transplantation, or LRT. In a study from Japan, resection led to better outcomes than RFA for recurrent HCC after LT [134] and can be performed safely [135] . The presence of vascular invasion in the original explant reduced chances of complete resection in the event of recurrence [136] . The use of TACE for post-LT recurrences is well-tolerated but has not shown to provide superior outcomes to RFA.
Retransplantation for HCC recurrence is controversial and has been restricted to a few reports [137] . A very select group who develops de novo HCC as a part of progression or recurrent disease may merit consideration as primary HCC.
The imaging modalities for hepatic and extrahepatic staging used in the pretransplant setting are applicable for monitoring recurrence after LT. Patients with tumors who have increased risk of recurrence such as size beyond Milan criteria, microvascular invasion, microsatellitosis, and AFP >400 mg/dL should have cross-sectional imaging studies at least every 6-monthly for 3-5 years post-transplant.
Increased frequency of imaging or use in low-risk HCC is not cost-effective.
The serum level of AFP has been extensively studied as a marker of recurrence after LT. At a cut-off level of 20 ng/mL, the sensitivity and the specificity of AFP were 68 and 100%, while at a cut-off level of 10 ng/mL, they were 78 and 98%, respectively [138] . There are insufficient data to recommend the use of other biomarkers. The AFP levels should be monitored 3-monthly for 2 years and 6-monthly thereafter. A level of ≥20 merits liver-specific or systemic imaging for treatable recurrences.
Optimizing Outcomes of LT for HCC
Performing LT for HCC is worthwhile only if significant survival advantage can be achieved over other palliative therapies. In DDLT this is important so that scarce organs are not diverted away from needier non-HCC patients, and in LDLT this is important so that the risk albeit small to the living donor is ethically justifiable. To this end a multidisciplinary and multilevel strategy needs to be in place. The key components include patient selection, reduction of peri-operative morbidity, mortality, and recurrence, early detection, and treatment of recurrence. Centers performing LT for HCC need to have an experienced multidisciplinary team consisting of surgeons, hepatologists, and oncologists in place to evaluate and guide every step of the process. A recent report from Switzerland outlined five strategies to optimize outcome of LT for HCC [139] 
What is New in LT for HCC?
With increasing experience with LT for HCC, 5-10% of LT across the world are for patients with HCC. Paradigms for selection of patients are being constantly refined with regard to morphological criteria and markers of invasiveness and biological aggressiveness with a view to reduce recurrence in the post-transplant period.
Efforts to use drugs to prevent proliferation of occult residual tumor cells after transplant have attracted attention. Sorafenib, the multiple kinase inhibitor, has been shown to enhance survival in advanced HCC [140] . Its use following curative-intent treatments for HCC is being investigated in the phase III STORM study. It is expected that adjuvant use of sorafenib following LT for HCC with high-risk of recurrence may be associated with better DFS, but needs to be investigated in a clinical trial. Safety of use in early post-LT period remains to be proved.
Another related exciting area is the tailoring of the tumor immune response with a view to eliminate occult tumor cells. Adaptive transfer of natural killer (NK cells) cells has been demonstrated to reduce the growth of tumor cells. Infusion of NK cells in post-transplant scenario needs further evaluation [141] .
How We Do It?
At the Medanta Institute of Liver Transplantation and Regenerative Medicine, Gurgaon, 10% of LT are performed for patients with HCC. Majority of LT at the center involve LDLT due to a chronic deceased donor organ shortage and unrealistic waiting periods for deceased donor grafts. Patients with HCC are diagnosed based on imaging studies, and tumor biopsy is avoided for diagnosis in potentially transplantable patients. Our preference for diagnosing and liver staging is multidetector CT angiography using upward of a 64-slice scanner with 1 mm sections acquired in unenhanced, arterial, portal venous, and delayed phases. For extrahepatic staging besides the abdominal CT, the 18 FDG-PET scan of the whole body is performed (dual-tracer or C 11 -acetate PET is not available currently). Ascitic fluid, if any, is sampled for the presence of malignant cells. If the primary lesion in not FDG-avid, a high-resolution CT scan of the thorax and a Tc 99 skeletal scan are performed. Once extrahepatic involvement and/or macrovascular invasion are ruled out, medically fit individuals are considered LT candidates. Serum AFP is recorded before LT. For patients younger than 65 years, LT is considered irrespective of tumor size and number as long as macrovascular invasion and metastasis are ruled out. For older patients, the UCSF criteria are followed for enrollment. Pretransplant TACE is performed only for patients with mild-to-moderate liver dysfunction with maximum tumor diameter >8 cm in whom LT is likely to be delayed by >3 months due to unavailability of a suitable living donor. In donor selection, those with projected lower GRWR (<0.7) are avoided. During the conduct of LT, recipient is subjected to staging laparoscopy or laparotomy before donor surgery commences to confirm absence of peritoneal involvement by the tumor. During recipient hepatectomy, the lymphatic tissue from the porta hepatis is excised and the diseased liver is explanted with minimal handling to avoid shedding of cells into circulation. The portal and hepatic veins are divided with endovascular cutting stapler to avoid spillage during their division. Meticulous care is taken to reduce blood loss and avoid breach of tumor capsule in surface tumors. After transplant, sirolimus-based immunosuppression is introduced 3 months after surgery. Monitoring for recurrence involves AFP estimation as well as abdominal ultrasonography 3-monthly for 2 years and 6-monthly thereafter. Contrast-enhanced CT scan is performed at 6-month intervals for 2 years and then annually. For high-risk tumors (size outside UCSF, enrollment AFP >1,000 ng/mL, or microvascular invasion), CT scan is performed 3-monthly for 1 year and 6-monthly thereafter for 5 years. 18 FDG-PET is performed annually for high-risk HCC that are FDG-avid at enrollment (Fig. 4) .
